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Relay for Life raises
awareness for cancer
Proceeds will be donated to the American Cancer Society
By Dominic Binklay
Reporter

The University will host the
fourth annual Relay for Life
Friday from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. at
the Perry Held House.
The event will benefit the
American Cancer Society while
raising cancer awareness within the community, said Lauren
Purdy, president of Colleges
Against Cancer.
"Our biggest goal for Relay for
Life isn't necessarily the amount of
money we're raising but it's really to
get awareness out about how cancer affects the lives of the people we
love and people that we know and
see every single day," Purdy said.
The relay will take place at night
in order to keep with the theme of
Cancer Never Sleeps, said Francine
Jones, a committee member for the
event.

CAMPUS
BRIEF
International dinner

promotes understanding
The World Student Assoceoon « hosting tneir
annual International Dinner from 6 to 9 pm Nov
13 in the Union Ballroom.
The event is special this year as it is the first year
the event will kick off the International Education
Week sad WSA President Cuilin Ge.
It's a good chance for people who are interested in learning different cultures from around
the world to learn, a good opportunity to make
new friends and sample good food from different
countries.'' Ge said.
The dinner will be "full of international flavor
and multiple cultural performances," according to
the World Student Association's Facebook page

A variety of fundraising activities
and competitions, such as the Ms.
Relay drag show and a battle of the
bands are scheduled to take place
throughout the night, said Allison
Hincs, co-chair of Relay for Life.
"1 think the atmosphere is fun
and exciting because it is an event
to get awareness across campus,
so we want to keep it upbeat and
lively," Purdy said.
Keeping with the tradition of the
relay, three ceremonies will take
place throughout the night honoring cancer survivors and remembering those who have passed
away, Hines said.
While past relays at the University
have not fared as well as some committee members hoped, the number of participants and the amount
of money raised for this year's
See RELAY I
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Cuilin Ge
World Student
Association
President
ASIA RAPAI

A fashion show with traditional outfits. Taiko drumming and Salsa dancers
will be featured at the dinner. The food will include
French dessert and Moroccan chicken.

Students, faculty and staff can buy tickets at the
Union information desk through Sunday. Tickets
cost $15 and cash is the only form of payment
accepted Contact Cuilin Ge at gcmlin*falcon.
bgsuedu for more information or to order tickets

T WARD FACE OFF
•ration for the Nov. 8 election. The BG News questioned the
didaAs running for the 1st Ward, which is where most students live.

TEDORRE-ELEC ED WHAT WOULD
OPOSE TO BENEFI STUDENTS?
Daniel
BMark
Gordon
Hollenbaugh
Challenger
Incumbent

My man goal is to provide students with a
voice. There are no students on City Councl
even though nearly half of al citizens are students - if students want concerns heard, we
need a student on Counoi
One of my top pnonties is to protect the
arttKfcaimrtation ordnances _ I wfl also work
for the creation of more bike paths and protect
students' voting rights from bills lie HB194.
Another one of my goals & to educate students
about making local govemment work for them
Some of my goats don't faH under the purview of City Counot but. I wiH work on certain
issues that require the coopeotKm of individuals who have control over them That nduoes
prevendng tuition increases, making smarter
and more effects use of the tuition _ more
parking spaces for our commuter students, preventiig future cuts to our academic budgets,
the creation of a TARTA bus servce _ and
lowering prices of grocery items on campus

tessential

The dinner aims to "connect and strengthen
the international community by bringing together
different nationalities, languages and traditions."
according to the group's Facebook page.

LECTIONSJOr

If re-efected I wJ contrue to represent the
interests of students before City Councl I
oani think students want to be srigfed out or
treated dfierendy from other residents h 1st
VN&rd I know students have the same sense of
cornrrurityas everyone eke and want to work
oolaborativery w*h other interests to actiess
rssua I f*K*2 worked with students to devebp
legdabon presented before counoi I wotted
wth students on a multitude erf issues and
even nterceded on the* behalf when they
have brought corxems to my attenfon City
Cfwrnment & separate from Ifriiversity government _ a member of Oty Counoi has no
fluty to affect Unrversty poky I cannot kwer
tubon improve orvcampus paring save academe programs, increase your pay or get you
a better job and to mpy that a member or
cound can do itese thngs 6 cfengenuous I
vA never make promfies I cannot keep, but
I v4 work to faofcate student panrparjen as
nrembers or a trnvnq community

FORUM
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Bowling Green Mayor,
John Quinn, to leave
office after 12 years

KNOW YOUR ISSUES
PART30FA4-PARTSERIES
This week The BG News ©plans the three issues
and one levy on the years Oho bale* so you're
nfcimed when you head to ihe Bob Nov 8

Experience Works loses
funding to help elderly find jobs
By Tainavm Almuhanna
Reporter

ISSUES
BASIC FACTS

"Its a real shame that
the budget cuts have

Issue 3 is a proposed amendment to the
Constitution of the State of Oho which
would exempt Ohio from the national "Patent
Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010"
If approved it would make it illegal for
■ A law or rule in place to compel,
directly or indirectly, any person,
employer or health care provider to
participate in a health care system.
■ A law or rule to prohibit the purchase
or sale of health care or health insurance.
■ A law or rule that imposes a penalty
or fine for the sale or purchase of
health care or health insurance.
If apprcwd the amendment wJ be effective 50
days after the election

YES OR NO?
A "yes" vote means approval of the amendment
A "no" vote means disapproval of it
Irfamabon cornrjaW from the Wood County
Board of Education wwwccmosrfohus/SOf/

SEE STORY ON PAGE 2

At age 55 or over with a low i ncome.
landing a dream job may he harder forced us to turn away
than you think. Experience Works,
many applicants."
a non-profit community-based
organization, may have been the Sheila Williams | Participant Assistant
answer — until the governmentfunded program was cut by 48 they can t hen take up to 376 courses for free. Lambert said.
percent.
"We have applicants with a masJim Lambert, a participant
assistant at Experience Works. ter's degree in our program, as
said the organization originally well as engineers who have been
started in 1969 and impacts more let go from their previous job due
than 50,000 people each year; it to their age," Uimbert said.
After taking courses, particioperates in more than 30 states
"Due to the recent budget cuts, pants can enroll in Job Club, a
51 applicants had to be declined 10-week program where applicants receive mock interviews,
for entry," Lambert said.
In order to be qualified for the job training and resume writing
program, applicants must be advice by professionals for three
older than 55, unemployed and hours per week. They are also paid
have a maximum yearly income $7.-10 an hour. Uimbert said.
of $13,613. Participants are then
"However, not all participants
placed in the "Job Ready" program
See WORKS | Page 2
in order to evaluate their reading
and comprehension skills. Then

Mbctenl

SPORTS

PULSE

Stop cliched communication

Falcon rugby takes on Miami

Actress reflects on University days

Columnist Mathew Davoli encourages
students to cultivate original arguments and
not fall back on trite sayings which convey
over-amplified messages | Pag* 4

The BG rugby dub takes on conference foe
Miami this weekend. The winner wl be the MAC
champion and wl represent the conference in
the spring National Crampionships | Page 6

University Alumna Jessica Joy shares her
experiences as a professional actress and looks
back on the lessons she learned during her time in
the theatre department | Page 8

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What magazine do you want to see turned into a
TV show?
IANGLODICH
Senior, Film Production
"Make magazine, to watch people
and their do-it-yourself projects"
| Page 4

§ VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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For 12 years there has been
an open door thai connects
the offices of two men who
lead the city.
Every work day these men
walk through the door to
communicate what they will
face for the day.
However, one of these men
is counting down the days
he'll walk past his office treasures and family photos and
pass through this door for
the last time.
Mayor John Quinn will
retire from his three terms
in office at the end of
December. I le is one of only
two mayors who has worked
for three terms.
"You've just been a part of
something for such a long
period of time that you walk
out the door and then it's not
there anymore." Quinn said.
"It's going to be real strange.
It's been nice to be a part
of the decision making process all these years. To not
do that, it s going to be something I'll miss."
The other man. Municipal
Administrator lohn l:awcett,
will help in the transition
and in welcoming the new
mayor, although he said he
has had a great connection
with Quinn.
"For 12 years our styles
have merged from both ends
going to the middle," Fawcett
said. "The mayor's style is
very open and accessible."
Fawcett said the mayor is

WORKS
From Page 1
must enroll in all the programs at Experience Works.
It all depends on their training plan." he said.
Participants are then
placed at eligible host agencies, jobs for which they
are paid minimum wage
for an average of 15 hours
per week. The host agencies must be non-profit
local agencies such as the
Red Cross, Good Will and
county offices.
Training assistants talk to
several employers, including the University, for job

like the captain of the ship
and Fawcett is the man at
the wheel.
A personal friendship has
also grown between them,
he said.
"There's a mutual trust;
you don't get that by simply asking for that, you earn
that," Fawcett said.
Quinn used this accessible
leadership style to accomplish many goals in the city
through the years.
"We've been really successful at attracting and
keeping good people in the
jobs that we've created,"
Quinn said. "Aside from
that there are probably a lot
of tangible things that have
happened that you see that
we've been a part of over
the years."
These projects include
improving the look and quality of the entrances to the
city through construction
projects, creating the community center, helping the
city improve its water quality
and building a commitment
to alternative energy.
"People have probably
given back to me way more
than what I've been able to
give to them," Quinn said.
"I've just been very well
received, and I'm just very,
very thankful that things
have gone as smoothly and
as well as they have."
Quinn has worked in city
government since 1979.
Before he was mayor, he
taught history and government classes at Bowling

Green High School for 30
years.
"That's something I have
applied to this job that an
average person might not
see: how does it fit into the
historical perspective of
things — past, present and
future?" he said.
He coached at the school
for 10 years but stopped so
he could get involved with
the city and contribute just
as he advised his students to
do, he said.
As he finishes his last two
months, Quinn said he's
ready to move on and it is
time for someone else to
have a turn at the job. He said
publicly after the election for
his third term that it would
be his last.
"I don't think you should
monopolize a job like this,"
Quinn said. "I enjoyed it
immensely and I wouldn't
mind staying for another
year or two, but I understand the time has come that
somebody else should have a
chance. It's time to get some
new ideas."
After he retires Quinn
hopes to volunteer in the
community and maybe even
continue to work for the city.
"I'll work for free," he said.
Quinn said he wants to
continue to contribute. His

positions, while participants work at host agencies.
"We had a participant
who is now working at
human resources at the
University," Lambert said.
There is a real discrimination within the workforce
towards older individuals, Lambert said. Many
employers turn older applicants away simply due to
their age, regardless of their
experience or work ethic.
"I was in an auto accident a couple of years ago,
and due to my injuries I
lost three businesses and
my house, but the program
was a life saver. It helped
land my job as a participant

assistant and a teacher at
Job Club," Lambert said.
Sheila Williams, a participant assistant, said
Experience Works also
has a program called
Weatherization,
where
eligible participants can
get new furniture, smoke
detectors, air conditioners
and other home necessities
as well.
When Williams applied
for a job several years ago,
she was turned away simply due to her age, even
though she had great experience and good recommendations, she said.
"It's a real shame that the
budget cuts have forced us

£
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John
Quinn
Mayor of
Bowling

other plans involve traveling with his wife Jane and
visiting his daughter and
his three grandchildren in
Cincinnati.
Jane, who retired from
her job as vice president at
Huntington Bank two years
ago, said they haven't spent
a lot of time discussing their
plans after his retirement.
"I want him to enjoy his
last months as mayor," she
said. "Those are bridges
we'll cross as we get there.
I'm excited for him. After 42
years of working he's going
to be able to do what he
wants. He's worked hard; he
deserves it."
John and Jane met in 1965
at the University. She said the
city is a wonderful place to
stay and raise a family. Jane
still remembers the excitement they feh when he was
first elected mayor of the
town they loved so much.
"He was so incredibly
proud that the city of Bowling
Green had put their confidence in him to be mayor,"
she said.

FUN FACT:
Mayor John Quinn was sworn in
December 51.1999 so he could
be on duty to prevent any possite problem! associated with
peoples concerns vrth the Y2K
scare Normally the mayor is sworn
HI on Jan 1 after tie is elected rJ* .
November. Quinn is retiring from
his postal in 2012, the year tie
Mayan's predoed the end of a
cycle, which many have interpreted
to mean the end of the world

to turn away many applicants. We have helped
a tremendous number
of people in the past and
want to continue helping,"
Williams said.
Carol Marlow, a participant
assistant
at
Experience Works, said
older people should have
the opportunity to learn
new skills and contribute to their community.
Their age shouldn't be
something that pulls them
back. Employers who hire
older workers will find
they are more successful
than younger ones because
they are more serious and
devoted.

/,.,// BOOMER &
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DJ MANNY
KISS
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Mayor John Quinn to retire
after three terms in office
Editor-in-Chief

10PM til 2:30AM

i Ai w 1/i iv ami
xmi ir,.. ir .r •/■

Tickets S25 in advance and
S30 Day of Show
Available 91
Clazel, Culture Clash and Finders

By Asia R.ip.ii
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BLOTTER
MON., OCT. 31
12:12 A.M.
Commercial vandalism was
reported in Offenhauer
West.
2:39 A.M.
A general information
incident was reported in
McDonald North.
10:23 A.M.
A theft of less than $500 was
reported at the heating plant.
8:17 P.M.
A general information
incident was reported in
University Lot G.
10:20 P.M.
A theft of less than $500
was reported in Offenhauer
West.

TUES., NOV. 1
11:02 A.M.
A vehicle was reported stolen
in University Lot N.
1:39 P.M.
An ambulance assistance
was reported in the Fine Arts
Building.
5:05 P.M.
An ambulance assistance
was reported in Kreischer
Batchelder.
6:51 P.M.
An ambulance assistance
was reported at the Jerome
Library.
10:40 P.M.
A crisis intervention was
reported at Offenhauer
West.

WED., NOV. 2
5:01 A.M.
An ambulance assistance was
reported at the Union.
6:42 A.M.
A juvenile was arrested for

RELAY
From Page 1
relay has already surpassed
the totals of previous years,
Hinessaid.
"We wanted to have 34
teams come to the event and
we already have that and
we've gone past our online
goal with $7,000 raised
online," she said.
Participants pay a $10 registration fee and are encouraged to raise at least $100

disorderly conduct within the
800 block of Lelanford Circle
and taken to the Juvenile
Detention Center.
1:36 P.M.
Criminal mischief was reported at Moore Musical Arts
Center.
2:45 P.M.
Jessica Y. Greeno, 29. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for right of way/private drive
in a crash that caused an
injury near North Main and
Parkview streets.
9:38 P.M.
A theft of less than $500 was
reported at the Union.
11:18 P.M.
Commercial vandalism was
reported in Offenhauer
West.
11:53 P.M.
Edward L. Coup. 22, of
Bowling Green, was cited
for speeding, driving under
suspension, stop light to the
rear and possession of marijuana within the 600 block of
6th St.

THURS., NOV. 3
2:21A.M.
Carolann R. Jacobs. 24. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
and peeling within the 300
block of N. Main St.
4:07 A.M.
Matthew Richardson was
cited for disorderly conduct/
loud noise and possession
of marijuana within the 900
block of E. Wooster Street.
His personal details were not
listed.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

for the American Cancer
Society, Jones said. Teams are
encouraged to raise $1,000.
"Every single dollar will
go to the American Cancer
Society," Purely said. "From
there it goes to different
programs that they sponsor
for cancer patients, different programs that they have
available for people in treatment and for people in recovery."
Registrations for the Relay
for Life will be open until the
start of the event.

Visit BGNews.com

FORGET TO VOTE ABSENTEE
BACK HOME?
FORGET TO CHANGE YOUR
VOTER ADDRESS?
You can still legally vote,
as long as you are registered
anywhere in the State of Ohio!
* Find the polling location for your current BG residence by:

i>ther BG vets
at dqf 2nd annual
veteran's pre-game tent.
Tuesday, Nov. 8th 6-7:30 p.m.
Falcon Tailgate Park

Calling the Wood County Board of Elections:
(419)354-9120
or
Visiting the Secretary of Stato's Website:
http://www.sos.state.oh.us

Food and drinks for Veterans
and their family members.
GAME TIME: 8:05 p.m.

* Go to that polling location and request a ProvrSionafjSoll<
* The polls are open Tuesday Nov., ftb fa

— CO-SPONSORED BY —
Nontraditional & Transfer Student Services
& Division of Student Affairs

Paid for by ihe Wood County Democratic Parly, Mike Zickar, Chair, 455 S Main. Bowling Green. OH 43402
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Church Directory
We inviteyou to worship with us and look
forward to meetingyou soon!
e

^M, **t

www.collegellfehoine.org

Bible Study Every Tuesday at 8:30pm
1428 E. Wooster
(across from Harshman Residence Hall)

btudy the word or Go

|M

J
M

Praise & Worship
VM-

Fellowship with Studei

mk
J

Rev. Michael Malanga I Senior Pastor
Sunday Service I 10:00 AM

venant
*i
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H20 CHURCH

ST. MARK'S
LUTHERAN CHURCH

"Whoever drinks the water I give them will
never thirst. Indeed, the water I give them will
become in them a spring of water welling up to
eternal life." - John 4:14

Welcome students!

(the meaning behind H20 church)

Make Yourself At Home

Remember move-in weekend when you were taking
all of your life's possessions out of your parent's
minivan, dumping it in a rolling bin. and trudging
up four flights of stairs, only to try and figure out how to
fit 1200 sq. ft. of stuff in a 10 sq. ft. room? Okay, now
remember those refreshing bottles of water that were given
to you so that you could walk away from the madness for a
little bit and literally 'cool off?'
That bottle of water might not have seemed like much
at the time but in retrospect, when your Dad just jammed
his finger while putting together your thousandth piece of
Sauder furniture, it's definitely a good thing that the H20
Welcome Week Committee was there to offer him the cool
break he needed!
H2o has been on Bowling Green's campus since 1984.
They have helped with countless campus activities and pride
themselves on being very active within BGSU student life.
H2o is a campus based church that was founded here at
BGSU. In 2008, H20 started to expand into other parts of
Ohio. They are now proud to have helped start branch's
of their church on the campuses of Ohio State. Kent State
and University of Cincinnati. H2o is looking forward to
welcoming their newest edition, Toledo University, in
March 2012.
While all H2o churches are campus based, everyone is
welcome to attend. H20 currently averages 325 attendees on
any given Sunday.
"We're a unique interdenominational church." said H2o
pastor Bryan Wiles. "We value authentic relationships
and are just a group of people who are searching and
discovering what God means in our life."
H2o is thankful to be able to offer students a couple
convenient options for worshipping within walking distance.
1) Services are held every Sunday in the Union Ballroom at
11:30 am and 2) Fusion bible studies are held at 9pm every
Thursday night at 6 different locations on campus.
Fusion, as well as regular church services, is open to
everyone. Students who are curious about H20 are invited
to stop in at anytime. The Fusion groups range anywhere
from 30-50 people per group and give everyone a chance to
bring up questions and talk about topics in a smaller group
setting. "Fusion is the heart of our church." said Wiles. "It is
not just about teaching. It is a time to bring your individual
questions and seek personal answers about God."
In addition to everything that H2o does on-campus. they
still offer many opportunities for students to get involved
off-campus with spring break and summer mission trips as
well.
The third weekend of October marks the annual Fall
Getaway for H20 members. The Fall Getaway is held in a
different location every year but is a retreat for all Ohio H20
churches to get together, build relationships, and spread the
word of God.
This year's Fall Getaway was in Columbus, Ohio. "We
had a blast." said H20 church member Marissa Wahl.
"I have made so many life-long friends through my
participation in H20."

www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
315 South College, Bowling Green
(419)353 9305

CHURCH ON CAMPUS

Bowling Green

Liri

Real God...
Real People.
1165 Haskms Road
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
phone 419.352.8483
e-mail: otfice@bgcovenanl.org

www.bgcovenant.org

TfiOREi

+

ptXocollegellfehouse.

Let BGSU feed your brains and
Let St.Marks feed your soul

If you don't believe in the power of pn
just wait until finals
Traditional services held each Su
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m..
Praise Service also at 11 a.m.
Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.t

St.
Aloysius
§p Catholic Church
We're on the corner of Summit & Cough St.

W

(419)352-4195
WEEKEND MASSES

SAT: 5:30PM SUN:8, 10, and 12 NOON

Welcome Back

THE ALLIANCE
JMATTIHW

Bowling Green Alliance Church
1161 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
www.bgalliance.org

Sunday Morning Pick-Up
Call for a ride: 419-352-3623

Church

Sundays®

WWW,

28:18-20

on

campus

brookside church
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Mayor John Quinn to retire
after three terms in office
ByAiiaRapai
Editor in Chiel

F« 12 years there has been
an open door lhal connects
the offices of two men who
lead the city.
Every work day these men
walk through the door to
communicate what they will
face for the day.
I lowever, one of these men
is counting down the days
he'll walk past his office treasures and family photos and
pass through this door for
the last time.
Mayor lohn Quinn will
retire from his three terms
in office .11 the end of
December, lie is one of only
two mayors who has worked
for three terms.
"You've just been a part of
something for such a long
period of time that you walk
out the door and then it's not
there anymore." Quinn said.
"It's going to be real strange.
It's been nice to be a part
of the decision making process all these years. To not
do that, it's going to be something I'll miss''
The other man. Municipal
Administrator lohn Fawcctt.
will help in the transition
and in welcoming the new
mayor, although he said he
has had a great connection
with Quinn.
"For 12 years our styles
have merged from both ends
goingto the middle," Fawcett
said. "The mayor's style is
very open and accessible."
Fawcett said the mayor is

WORKS
From I
must enroll in all the programs at Experience Works.
It all depends on their training plan," he said.
Participants are then
placed at eligible hosl agen
cies. jobs for which they
are paid minimum wage
for an average of 15 hours
per week. The host agencies must be non-profit
local agencies such as the
Bed Cross. Good Will and
county offices.
Training assistants talk to
several employers, including the University, for job

like the captain of the ship
and Fawcett is the man at
the wheel.
A personal friendship has
also grown between them,
he said
There's a mutual trust;
you don't get that by simply asking for thai, you earn
that," Fawcett said.
Quinn used this accessible
leadership style to accomplish many goals in the city
through the years.
"We've been really successful at attracting and
keeping good people in the
jobs that we've created,"
Quinn said. "Aside from
that there are probably a lot
of tangible things that have
happened that you see that
we've been a part of over
the years,"
These projects include
improving the look and quality of the entrances to the
city through construction
projects, creating the community center, helping the
city improve its water quality
and building a commitment
to alternative energy.
"People have probably
given back to me way more
than what I've been able to
give to them." Quinn said.
"I've just been very well
received, and I'm just very,
very thankful that things
have gone as smoothly and
as well as they have."
Quinn has worked in city
government since 1979.
Before he was mayor, he
taught history and government classes at Bowling

positions, while participants work at host agencies.
"We had a participant
who is now working at
human resources at the
University," Uimbert said.
There is a real discrimination w ithin the workforce
towards older individuals, Lambert said. Many
employers turn older applicants away simply due to
their age, regardless of their
experience or work ethic.
"I was in an auto accident a couple of years ago,
and due to my injuries I
lost three businesses and
my house, hut the program
was a life saver. It helped
land my job as a participant

FRIDAY NIGHTS
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SATURDAY, NOV. 19
- 10:OOPM
* * * *
Ticket! $25 in advance and
)
S30 Day of Show
Available at
Clazel, Culture Clash and Finders
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John
Quinn
Mayor of
Bowling
Green
Green High School for 30
years.
"That's something I have
applied to this job that an
average person might not
see: how does it fit into the
historical perspective of
things — past, present and
future?" he said.
1 le coached at the school
for 10 years but stopped so
he could get involved with
the city and contribute just
as he advised his students to
do, he said.
As he finishes his last two
months, Quinn said he's
ready to move on and it is
time for someone else to
have a turn at the job. He said
publicly after the election for
his third term that it would
be his last.
"I don't think you should
monopolize a job like this,"
Quinn said. "1 enjoyed it
immensely and I wouldn't
mind staying for another
year or two, but I understand the time has come that
somebody else should have a
chance. It's lime to get some
new ideas."
After he retires Quinn
hopes to volunteer in the
community and maybe even
continue to work for the city.
"I'll work for free," he said.
< _>111 ■ 111 said he wants to
continue to contribute. His

assistant and a teacher at
lob Club." Lambert said.
Sheila Williams, a participant assistant, said
Experience Works also
has a program called
Wealheri/.ation,
where
eligible participants can
get new furniture, smoke
detectors, air conditioners
and other home necessities
as well.
When Williams applied
for a job several years ago,
she was turned away simply due to her age, even
though she had great experience and good recommendations, she said.
"It's a real shame that the
budget cuts have forced us

other plans involve traveling with his wife Jane and
visiting his daughter and
his three grandchildren in
Gincinnati.
Jane, who retired from
her job as vice president at
Huntington Bank two years
ago, said they haven't spent
a lot of time discussing their
plans after his retirement.
"1 want him to enjoy his
last months as mayor," she
said. "Those are bridges
we'll cross as we get there.
I'm excited for him. After 42
years of working he's going
to be able to do what he
wants. 1 le's worked hard; he
deserves it."
lohn and lane met in 1965
at the University. She said the
city is a wonderful place to
stay and raise a family, lane
still remembers the excitement they felt when he was
first elected mayor of the
town they loved so much.
"He was so incredibly
proud that thecity of Bowling
Green had put their confidence in him to be mayor,"
she said.

FUN FAQ:
Mayor John Quinn was sworn in
December 31.1999 so he could
be on duty to prevent any pos-ible problems associated with
peoples concerns with the Y2K
scare Normaly the mayor is sworn
KI on Jan 1 after he is elected In
November. Quinn is retiring (rotfi
his position in 2012, the year lie
Mayan's predicted the end of a
cycle, which many have interpreted
to mean the end ol the world

to lurn away many applicants. We have helped
a tremendous number
of people in the past and
want to continue helping,"
Williams said.
Carol Marlow, a participant
assistant
at
Experience Works, said
older people should have
the opportunity to learn
new skills and contribute to their community.
Their age shouldn't be
something that pulls them
back. Employers who hire
older workers will find
they are more successful
than younger ones because
they are more serious and
devoted.

)
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BLOTTER
MON., OCT. 31

disorderly conduct within the
800 block of Lelanford Circle
and taken to the Juvenile
Detention Center.

12:12 A.M.
Commercial vandalism was
reported in Offenhauer
West
2:39 A.M.
A general information
incident was reported in
McDonald North.
10:23 A.M.
A theft of less than $500 was
reported at the heating plant.
8:17 P.M.
A general information
incident was reported in
University Lot G.
10:20 P.M.
A theft of less than J500
was reported in Offenhauer
West.

TUES.,NOV.l
11:02 A.M.
A vehicle was reported stolen
in University Lot N.
1:39 P.M.
An ambulance assistance
was reported in the Fine Arts
Building.
505 P.M.
An ambulance assistance
was reported in Kreischer
Batchelder
6:51 P.M.
An ambulance assistance
was reported at the Jerome
Library.
1040 P.M.
A crisis intervention was
reported at Offenhauer
West.

WED., NOV. 2
5:01 A.M.
An ambulance assistance was
reported at the Union.
6:42 A.M.
A juvenile was arrested for

RELAY
From Page 1
relay has already surpassed
the totals of previous years,
Ilines said.
"We wanted to have 34
teams come to the event and
we already have that and
we've gone past our online
goal with $7,000 raised
online," she said.
Participants pay a $10 registration fee and are encouraged to raise at least $100

1:36 P.M.
Criminal mischief was reported at Moore Musical Arts
Center.
2:45 P.M.
Jessica Y. Greeno. 29. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for right of way/private drive
in a crash that caused an
injury near North Main and
Parkview streets.
9:38 P.M.
A theft of less than $500 was
reported at the Union.
11:18 P.M.
Commercial vandalism was
reported in Offenhauer
West.
1153 P.M.
Edward L. Coup. 22. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for speeding, driving under
suspension, stop light to the
rear and possession of marijuana within the 600 block of
6th St.

THURS., NOV. 3
221A.M.
Carolann R. Jacobs. 24, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
and peeling within the 500
block of N. Main St.
4:07 A.M.
Matthew Richardson was
cited for disorderly conduct/
loud noise and possession
of marijuana within the 900
block of E. Wooster Street
His personal details were not
listed.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966

for the American Cancer
Society, Jones said. Teams are
encouraged to raise $1,000.
"Every single dollar will
go to the American Cancer
Society," Purdy said. "From
there it goes to different
programs that they sponsor
for cancer patients, different programs that they have
available for people in treatment and for people in recovery."
Registrations for the Relay
for Life will be open until the
start of the event.

Visit BGNews.com

FORGET TO VOTE ABSENTEE
BACK HOME?
FORGET TO CHANGE YOUR
VOTER ADDRESS?
You can still legally vote,
as long as you are registered
anywhere in the State of Ohio!
* Find the polling location for your current BG residence by:
Calling the Wood County Board of Elections:
(419)354-9120
or
Visiting the Secretary of State's Website:
http://www.sos.state.oh.us

* Go to that polling location and request a Provisional Ballot
* The polls are open Tuesday Nov. 8th from 6:30qm
Paid (or by the Wood County Democratic Party, Mike Zickar, Chair, 455 S Main, Bowling Green, OH 43402

Meet'other BG vets
at our 2nd annual
veteran's pre-game tent.
Tuesday, Nov. 8th 5-7:30 p.m.
Falcon Tailgate Park
Food and drinks for Veterans
and their family members.
GAME TIME: 8:05 p.m.
— CO-SPONSORED BY —
Nontraditional & Transfer Student Services
& Division of Student Affairs
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Church Directory
We inviteyou to worship with us and look
forward to meetingyou soon!
<*♦».

>«*> **t
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Campus Ministiy
www.collagalifahousa.org

Bible Study Every Tuesday at 8:30pm
1428 E. Woostor
(across from Harshman Residence Hall)
Prayer
Study the Word of God
Praise & Worship
Fellowship with Students
T

fccollegelifehouse.
^

Rev. Michael Malanga I Senior Pastor
Sunday Service I 10:00 AM

■" C" ""■"

ST. MARK'S
LUTHERAN CHURCH

"Whoever drinks the water I give them will
never thirst. Indeed, the water I give them will
become in them a spring of water welling up to
eternal life." - John 4:14

Welcome students!

(the meaning behind H20 church)

Make Yourself At Home

CHURCH

i Bowling Green

' .ovenant

Church
Real God.*

Real People.
1165 Haskins Road
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
phone 419.352.8483
e-mail: office@bgcovenant.org

www.bgcovenant.org

H20 CHURCH
ON

CAMPUS

Remember move-in weekend when you were taking
all of your life's possessions out of your parent's
minivan, dumping it in a rolling bin. and trudging
up four flights of stairs, only to try and figure out how to
fit 1200 sq. ft. of stuff in a 10 sq. ft. room? Okay, now
remember those refreshing bottles of water that were given
to you so that you could walk away from the madness for a
little bit and literally 'cool off?'
That bottle of water might not have seemed like much
at the time but in retrospect, when your Dad just jammed
his finger while putting together your thousandth piece of
Sauder furniture, it's definitely a good thing that the H20
Welcome Week Committee was there to offer him the cool
break he needed!
H2o has been on Bowling Green's campus since 1984.
They have helped with countless campus activities and pride
themselves on being very active within BGSU student life.
H2o is a campus based church that was founded here at
BGSU. In 2(X)8, H20 started to expand into other parts of
Ohio. They are now proud to have helped start branch's
of their church on the campuses of Ohio Stale. Kent State
and University of Cincinnati. H2o is looking forward to
welcoming their newest edition. Toledo University, in
March 2012.
While all H2o churches are campus based, everyone is
welcome to attend. H20 currently averages .125 attendees on
any given Sunday.
"We're a unique interdenominational church." said H2o
pastor Bryan Wiles. "We value authentic relationships
and are just a group of people who are searching and
discovering what God means in our life."
H2o is thankful to be able to offer students a couple
convenient options for worshipping within walking distance.
1) Services arc held every Sunday in the Union Ballroom at
11:30 am and 2) Fusion bible studies are held at 9pm every
Thursday night at 6 different locations on campus.
Fusion, as well as regular church services, is open to
everyone. Students who are curious about H20 are invited
to stop in at anytime. The Fusion groups range anyw'here
from 30-60 people per group and give everyone a chance to
bring up questions and talk about topics in a smaller group
setting. "Fusion is the heart of our church." said Wiles. "It is
not just about teaching. It is a time to bring your individual
questions and seek personal answers about God."
In addition to everything that H2o does on-campus. they
still offer many opportunities for students to get involved
off-campus with spring break and summer mission trips as
well.
The third weekend of October marks the annual Fall
Getaway for H20 members. The Fall Getaway is held in a
different location every year but is a retreat for all Ohio H20
churches to get together, build relationships, and spread the
word of God.
This year's Fall Getaway was in Columbus. Ohio. "We
had a blast." said H20 church member Marissa Wahl.
"I have made so many life-long friends through my
participation in H20."

Let BGSU feed your brains and
Let St.Marks feed your soul

www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
315 South College, Bowling Green
(419) 353-9305

If you don't believe in the power of prayer today,
just wait until finals
Traditional services held each Sunday
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m..
Praise Service also at 11 a.m.
Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.

St.
Aloysius
fip Catholic Church
B

\i

We're on the corner of Summit & Ctough St.

(419)352-4195
WEEKEND MASSES

SAT: 5:30PM SUN:8, 10, and 12 NOON

Welcome Back

THE ALLIANCE
J

Bowling Green Alliance Church
1161 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
www.bgalliance.org

Sunday Morning Pick-Up
Call for a ride: 419-352-3623

Church

Sundays @ 11:30AM:: BGSU

WWWMOCH

jMArmtw 28:18 20

on

campus

tarookside church

FORUM
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"We have applicants with a master's degree in our program, as well as engineers
who have been let go from their previous job due to their age."
- Jim Lambert, a participant assistant at Experience Works, on the organization [see story, pg. 1].
Friday. November 4 - Sunday. Novemba 6. Mil 4
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What magazine do you want to see turned into a TV show?

"National

'Rolling Stone, for

"MAD magazine;

"Vogue; the

Geographic: to

the variety of

I'm a huge fan."

models are pretty."

see life inside the
Grand Canyon."

different music"

JORDAN
GATES.
Freshman.
Psychology

TAYLOR
RAINES.
Sophomore,
Dance

BOBHANEKAMP

I am the grandfather of a lovely student at the University,
and I have become moderately addicted to reading the
forum section of the online
BG News.
The student opinions are
excellent.
Your education in critical
thinking is apparent.
On the subject of Issue 2,
1 wish to offer you an outlook somewhat different
than that offered by one
of your professors over the
past few weeks.
I am sure you remember the demonstrations in
Wisconsin about doing away
with collective bargaining
for teachers' unions.
Well, here is one of the
reasons.
The insurance company providing all the health
care benefits to the teachers was an insurance company owned by the teachers"
union.
Since it was guaranteed to
get the teachers insurance
business, and because the
state had to pay for it (not the
teachers), the union-owned
company increased costs
every year. It became the
most expensive insurance
company in the state.
The union-owned company generously contributed
to its favorite politicians who
assured the union's "right"
to demand their insurance,
versus a less expensive alternative.
Is this a conflict of interest?"
Now the state of Wisconsin
is free to put the insurance
contract out for bids.

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The

ssue 2 could cut
spending without
job losses
GUES" COLUMNIST

I*

As a result, they have saved
so much that deficits have
turned into surpluses.
They are even hiring new
teachers, not firing them as
predicted by the union.
Taxpayers won't have to
pay more taxes.
If you weren't aware of the
reasons why Wisconsin and
other states are fighting to
limit collective bargaining
by public employees, this
gives you an understanding
of the problem.
Today, as shown by the
Occupy Wall Street movement, more and more of
us understand the need
for the regulation of large
companies and other entities and the need to prevent monopolies.
We need to limit their
power.
In today's world, there are
national unions, which in
effect are large corporations
with membership far greater
than employees of any large
corporation.
Does it not seem logical,
then, that the limits of their
power be regulated also?
I would suggest that,
before Nov. 8, you go on the
web and read Senate Bill 5.
Unlike many of our
Representativesand Senators
in Washington, read the bill
before you vote.
It will affect YOUR future.
It might even affect your
tuition and book costs.
A more in-depth description of the Wisconsin results
and the source of my information may be found at the
following website: http://
washingtonexaminer.com/
politics/2011 /07/wisconsinschools-buck-union-cuthealth-costs.

ERIC
RAYNER,
Junior.
Business

@St3VVasHere - Stephan Reed - Forum Editor
@MathewDavoli - Mathew Davoli - Columnist
@TaraKeller28 - Tara Keller - Columnist

on Tifltew:om
SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
stofy? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

■ Email us at thenews'S'bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Halt.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall

your ability to influence
the outcome of a game and
to impact the decisions of
future recruits.
A packed stadium with
a raucous student section
helps motivate the players
and makes conditions difficult for the opposition.
Potential recruits watching
from home look to see how
much support the school
they are considering has for
its football team.
Let's show them and the
nation a sea of orange and

an enthusiasm that will help
carry this team to a MAC
championship.
Organize your residence
hall floor, get your fraternity
and sorority out in force or
just bring friends.
This is an exciting team
that deserves your support,
and I look forward to seeing
you give it.

Tim Laird
Alumni, Class of1984
tlaird@ameritech. net

SEAN CARVER ITHEBGNEWS

Old cliches clutter
conversations

When it comes to the
nature of cliche' use in our
society, I would have to
say Christopher Hitchens
summed it up best when he
said, "It is cliche, not plagiarism, that is the problem
with our stilted, room-temperature political discourse.
"It used to be that thinking people would say, with
at least a shred of pride,

k

that their own convictions
would not shrink to fit on
a label or on a bumper
sticker. But now it seems
that the more vapid and
vacuous the logo, the more
charm (or should that be
'charisma'?) it exerts. Take
'Yes We Can,' for example.
It's the sort of thing parents
might chant encouragingly
to a child slow on the pottytraining uptake."
Now, there are many
examples of superfluous
short quips of speech being
offered on the campaign
See DAVOLI | Page 5

Votes matter,
not opinions
M^
JAMES
WW PfUHDSTEIH
M
%#jACUlTY COLUMNIST

The good news about unionbusting Issue 2 is Ohioans
dislike it by large margins.
A little more than a month
ago, the majority against
Issue 2 was sizeable: 51percent against Issue 2, as
opposed to 38 percent for it:
a 13 point margin.
But, after a month where
Governor Kasich and others have been speaking
on Issue 2's behalf all over

the state, and its proponents
have been waging a highpriced promotional campaign as utterly dishonest
as anything Ohio has seen
in a long time, after all that:
Ohioans dislike the unionbusting measure even more
than ever.
According to the latest
Quinnipiac
poll
(ht tp : //www.quinnipiac.edu/xl322.
xmI?ReleaseID = 1665),
Ohioans now would reject
the law by a majority of 57
See JAMES | PageS

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES

SLOGGING

ARCHIVES

SPEAK YOUR MIND

MULTIMEDIA

The site is updated daily

Check out the sports

Miss something? Find

Comment on stories and

Podcasts, audio

with stones from the

blog for the latest in

articles and columns

paper and online extras

BG athletics.

since 2000.

columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

add to the story.
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LAUREN POFF. WEB EDITOR
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SHELDON MEETS A FRIEND

Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com

a question? Give us your
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the challenge.
As a season ticket holder
and a longtime supporter
of the University's athletics,
I am asking you students
to rise to the challenge by
showing up in force next
Tuesday and the following
Wednesday, making "The
Doyt" a true home stadium
advantage.
Both games are nationally
televised on ESPN and offer
the University community a
chance to showcase itself.
Don't
underestimate

The University football
team has positioned itself
for a possible MAC East tide,
a trip to the MAC championship game and a bowl
berth with three games left
in the season.
The so-called experts
never expected them to be in
this position at this point in
the season, but this young,
talented team has risen to

Bowling Green State University

Website: http://www.bgnews.com

Street? Or a suggestion tor

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Student support
needed at last two
football games

Respond to Bob at
rhanekamp@cinci.rr.com

FOLLOW THE FORUM

LEONNA
G0VER.
Freshman.
Nursing

STEPHAN REED.FORUM EDITOR
MATT UASSE.PUISE EDITOR
BOBBY WADDLE, IN FOCUS EDITOR

slideshows and video

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS aie generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current Issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsPbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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oral actions do not
always require the Bible

A Quick reference for waorvteK:
"Did you Look sexy fckis HatLo^ee^v?

additional millions, if not
billions, that claim such
beliefs but don't really follow them.
Some Christians may
claim that whether those
people like it or not, they
have derived their moral
codes from the Bible in some
shape or form, and that is
the basis of what constitutes
right or good.
However, did we derive
our idea of women's suffrage and equal rights from
the Bible?
Absolutely not.
Some Christians fought
fervently against women's
rights.
How can a self-proclaimed
Christian not be against
women's rights when scripture makes it painfully obvious that women are supposed to be subservient to
their husbands?
Did we learn from the
Bible that slavery was wrong?
The answer is a resounding no.
The Zeitgeist is progressing in spite of religion, in

ERIC BOWER
GUESF COLUMNBT
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DAVOLI
From Page 4
trail (after this election season I never want to hear the
word "nine" uttered three
times in a row ever again.)
1 would like to say there
is a problem of speaking in
such a manner on campus
as well.
Take for example the inescapable experience of someone raising a hand in a class
discussion on capital punishment and saying, "An eye
for an eye leaves the whole
world blind."
Now I'm not saying it
wasn't clever when Gandhi
said it, but that was more
than half-a-century ago.
Saying it really doesn't
add anything to the conversation; I can maybe
see some relevance being
derived from it being used
if someone simply started
their own larger argument
with it. but all too often the
speaker simply states it and
he or she is done.
The same could be said

JAMES
From Page 4
percent to 32 percent, a 25
point margin.
Ohio voters know a bad
law when they see it, and the
longer they look at Issue 2 the
worse it looks.
The bad news is that Issue
2 (a plan to devastate the
rights of firefighters, police,
teachers and other public employees) could still
become law.
It can still become law
because opinion polls don't
really matter.
The only thing that matters, for this issue, is how
many votes are cast by

for other cliches; saying
"Your right to swing your fist
stops at my nose," or, "You
can't cry 'fire' in a crowded
theater" really doesn't add
to a class discussion of constitutional law.
And it doesn't end at the
classroom either.
Through attending meetings and just going about
your day on campus, you
must be subjected to an
endless barrage of cliches
vomited out at and around
you.
While I have already said
that I find them annoying
and pointless, . 1 also see
them as being detrimental
in nature as well.
As Robert Jay Lifton has
argued: "The language of
the totalist environment
is characterized by the
thought-terminating cliche.
"The most far-reaching
and complex of human
problems are compressed
into brief, highly reductive,
definitive-sounding phrases, easily memorized and
easily expressed.
These become the start

the time the polls close on
Tuesday, Nov. 8.
If the opponents of the law
stay at home and its proponents go out to vote, the referendum could pass in spite
of the fact that most Ohioans
are against it.
The spread of the Occupy
Wall Street protests, across
the nation and the world
(including Bowling Green:
http://www.sent-trib.com/
front-page/occupy-bg-digsin-downtown), is a testament to how people are
feeling shut out from power
everywhere in what we used
to call (without irony) the
free world.
Nowadays, in the halls of
power, money talks and free-

and finish of any ideological
analysis."
Now, I'm no Glenn Beck
who is warning of a sort of
crushing regime replacing
our of system of government
anytime soon.
What I am more concerned with is the tyranny
over the mind and culture
that can be, and has been in
ways, established through
cliches taking the place of
real thought and argument.
In face of all the mindless banter I think we should
start to engage in a sort of
iconoclasm.
Let's, take down those
bumper stickers.
Let's remove those buttons.
And let's try to actively
apply ourselves to the problems at hand without using
cliches as a crutch.
The problems of society,
and of our own lives, are
simply too great to depend
on kitsch little sayings.

Respond to Mathew at
thenews@bgnews.com

dom walks.
Both major political parties seem equally under the
sway of Wall Street and billionaire anti-community
advocates like the Koch
brothers.
But no matter how much
money they have, they can't
buy elections.
Not unless we let them.
We, the 99 percent, need to
get to the polls next Tuesday,
and every election to come.
Let's give the 1 percent the
bad news: this is our state,
our country and our world.
And they are not for sale.

Respond to lames at
thenews@bgnews.com

A deity is sufficient for
morality, but it is not necessary.
Many Christians like
to pretend that they have
dominance over what is
considered right or wrong,
good or evil.
Some even claim one cannot have morality without
learning it from the Bible.
This is simply a falsehood
that propagates throughout
the populace without much
scrutiny.
Even though there are
only three huge religions on
this pale blue dot that all
happen to be Abrahamic in
nature, their moral codes are
vastly unique.
There are now also billions of people who do not
subscribe to these dogmas
nor believe morality arises
from them — let alone the
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Text BGSU
to 96362

Starting NOV. 2nd
One person will

WIN FREE
rent for the
school year

APARTMENtS

»1+2 BR
Apartments Available -*•
* Semester Leases ■

MOBILE
DEALS

Respond to Eric at
ebower9bgsu.edu

Secure your
apartments for
2012-2013
school year

BQNEWS.COM
BGSU
CAMPUS CASH
Text BGSU to 96362

spite of what the Bible tells
us.
Right now we have evidence of many Christian-.'
morality when pertaining to
the rights of LGB1 people.
Many Christians are
once again deriving what
they think about homosexuals from the Bible, and
many consider it a sin or an
abomination.
Once again, many people that have integrity and
empathy are strenuously
fighting for the rights of the
minority from the tyranny of
the majority.
Once again, we are fighting against what the Bible
says is right because we
all know that oppressing a
small group of good-intentioned people is simply
wrong.
A moral person does not
need the promise of heaven to see the merit of good
deeds.

* Minutes from BGSU %

419-353-5800
meccabg.com

• Pet friendly community •

CA

* Utilities included •

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located a(:
300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green
419-262-2514

IsT

Management Ine.
1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
atio
AVAILABLE FOR 2012-2013
We have Efficiencies,
1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished
are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
Complete rental listing available
on-line and in rental office.
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Rough

UD the

edHawks

BG rugby looks to rebound from first loss, takes on Miami

&
**;

earn the right to represent the MAC
in the National Championships in the
spring.
The RedHawks will likely have an
extra amount of motivation this year,
knowing they have not beaten the
Falcons since 1998, a total of 33 games
straight. The fact the Falcons have
struggled early in games will motivate
the RedHawks to get a strong start.
The problem against Davenport was
not the Falcons' effort, but their lack
of converting in the red zone. The
team hopes to be more disciplined
this weekend and reduce the amount
of mental mistakes.
Miami is more of a finesse team
than it is physical and will look to use
a lot of misdirection to try to mess with
the Falcons' defense.
"Miami is a very back-oriented team,
in that they love giving the ball to
their backs and letting them do work,"
hooker Mike Brown said. "The way to

%V
By Max Householder
Reporter

After last week's loss, the Falcon rugby
club looks to rebound for a home game
against Mid-American Conference
rival Miami.
The RedHawks and Falcons compete in plenty. Whether it's football,
hockey or rugby, this game tends to
have major implications.
The same is true for this Saturday's
Ov rugby match, as the winner will be
i^V crowned the MAC champion,
%L^~ which for BG would be its
|W^
30th consecutive title.
Also, the win^^
ner will

PHOTO PROVIDED BY BOGfR MAZZARELIA

Tennis team doses fall season
with Michigan State tournament

>all looks to secure
place in MAC Tournament
ByNkkMariow

Danielle
Tonyan
Leads BG with 354
kills this season

Reporter

ByVimoM.loni
Reporter

'Everyone has been playing with extra energy
and a little extra bounce in their step."

The women's tennis team concludes the fall portion of its schedule this weekend with a trip up to
East Lansing, Mich., for the Green
and White Invitational hosted by
Michigan State University.
"We are all feeling pretty good
and we will be playing a little
tougher competition this weekend," sophomore Emily Reuland
said. "We are all prepared to get
some good wins this weekend."
The Falcons will be one of six
teams at the invitational, playing Ball State, Detroit Mercy and
Eastern Michigan again and
playing the teams from Michigan
State and Wisconsin for the first
time this fall.
"Due to the weather, we have
been practicing a lot indoors
recently, and this years tournament will be played indoors." junior
Mary Hill said. "Last year's Green
and White Invitational was cold
and windy, so we were all happy to
be playing inside."
Coach Penny Dean was especially pleased with how practice
has been and has praised her
players.
"Everyone has been playing
with extra energy and a little extra
bounce in their step," Dean said. "It
is our fall finale, so we want to set
the tone for January."

FACEBOOK

Penny Dean | BG Tennis Coach

There will be five singles draws
of eight players each this weekend. Sophomore Nikki Chiricosta
will be playing in Flight A, junior
Maddy Eccleston will be in Flight
B, Reuland and Hill will be participating in Flight C, and rounding
out the Falcons will be junior Katie
Grubb in Flight D and junior Jade
Johnson in Flight E. Senior Jessica
Easdale will not be competing due
to a small sprained ankle suffered
in practice.
"It was not worth the risk to have
Jess play, so we decided to sit her
out this tournament," Dean said.
"We also decided to move Katie up
a ranking because she has had such
a great fall."
So far this year, Eccleston and
Reuland are pacing the Falcons
with 9-2 records. Chiricosta and
Hill are right behind with eight
wins, and Grubb is sitting at a perfect 7-0. Easdale and Johnson are
both posting winning records and
have five wins each.
Dean has been mixing and
matching doubles partners all
fall to find the right combinations and she thinks she may
have found them.
"I feel really good about these

teams and they have all played
with each other," Dean said.
"These may be the lineups I use
for the spring season."
There will be three doubles
draws for the tournament, Flights
A and B featuring eight teams and
Flight C having four teams. This
weekend, Chiricosta will team
with Hill for Flight A, Grubb will
pair up with Reuland and play
in Flight B, and Eccleston and
Johnson will play together and
compete in Flight C.
"I've played with Jade a few
times this season," Eccleston said.
"And just like the other teams
this weekend, we work very well
together and complement each
other's game."
These doubles teams have seen
success this year, as Chiricosta and
Hill are tied with the most doubles
wins as a pair with four. Grubb and
Reuland have teamed to go 3-0 as
a team and Eccleston and Johnson
are 3-2.
The Falcons will try to continue the success they have had all
season by competing strongly up
in East Lansing and are ready to
prepare for the dual season come
spring.

TWITTER

BG hits the road this weekend and
will look to cement its bid to the MidAmerican Conference Tournament
The team squares off with 10-16
(3-9) Buffalo tonight, before heading
to Akron to take on the 4-21 (1-11)
Zips on Saturday. If the Falcons can
pick up two wins against the ninth
and 12th place teams in the MAC
head coach Denise Van De Walle and
company can start contacting hotels
in Geneva, Ohio, come Monday.
The 18-8 (5-7) Falcons are clinging
tightly to seventh place in the MAC
with Toledo (one game back), Miami
(two games back) and Buffalo (two
games back) right at their heels. Since
the top eight teams make the MAC
Tournament, two wins would guarantee BG at least eighth place.
While both of BG's opponents
have acted as the proverbial doormats of the MAC since conference
play began at the end of September,
the match against Buffalo on Friday
will not be easy. The Bulls will not
only have the home court advantage,
but will be motivated by the possibility of making the tournament.
"Buffalo played us hard," Van De
Walle said. "Their offense was tough
for us to stop last time. They never
quit. We may have looked past them.
Not this time."
However, since its five-set upset
over the Falcons, Buffalo is 1-7 and
has an offense which is dead last in
the conference with a .178 team hit-

SPORTS ONLINE

ting percentage. The Bulls thrive on a
solid block-defense and good serving.
They are second in the MAC with 2.78
blocks and 1.46 aces per set. Setter
Dani Reinert is sixth in the MAC with
30 aces, and Carissa McKenna is
fourth in blocks with 76.
While Van De Walle is not looking
past either opponent this weekend, the
Falcons have a bit less to worry about
with the Zips — who BG slaughtered
in three sets the night before losing to
Buffalo. Nonetheless, the coach feels
Akron transcends its 4-21 record.
"They are playing good volleyball
team, just not winning," Van De Walle
said. "They go five sets and then just do
not finish They're hungry for a win."
Statistically the Falcons are far better than Akron, as the Zips are not
among the top five in any team statistical categories. Their lone bright spot
is outside hitter Courtney Jarvis, who
is fifth in the MAC with 296 kills.
But it is more than merely making
the tournament for the Falcons, as Van
De Walle, in her 29th season at the
helm, has been around long enough to
understand the importance of going
into the postseason hot.
"We want momentum," she said.
"We want to be peaking. From here
on out it's about getting into the tournament and seeding."

MEN'S SOCCER

Become a Faccbook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

BG News Sports on the Web

Falcons dose regular season

Become a fan of The BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Fotew us

For continued coverage of aH BGathteta

The BG men's soccer team doses its regular season

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

extending beyond the paper, check out

with a conference game against Western Michigan

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

the BG News Sports blog at wwwbgnews.

Saturday afternoon. For a fii preview of the match.

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twftter.cem/b9iMW1sports

com/sports.

go to BGNewscom/Sports.
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
Its our bye week edition!
The Falcons have their first
off weekend of the season,
but we keep truckin' along
with picks. Headlined by
a huge No. 1 vs. No. 2
matchup, there are some
interesting games this week.

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU

^ajLutfij

RYANSATKOWIAK
Sports Editor

MKHELEWYSOCKI
Assistant Sports Editor

No. 1 LSI) Huge game. Jarrett Lee steps up RolTide.
for LSI), and then takes a dump
wNo^AUbairn against whoever they play next
Alabama 45

No. 9 S.Carolina
vs. No. 7 Arkansas
Arkansas-5
No. 14 Kansas St.

vs.Ha50fc.Stm

LSUl7.AU>«n»14

Ahbam.M,LSU35

BYRON MACK

KATIE 'GABBANA

Photo Editor

Design Editor

Alabama is a more complete
team and the game is in
Tuscaloosa.

The No 1 is going to stay No. 1
It'll be a death match.

Alabama 28. LSU17

LSU 24. Alabama 21

What's this? A three-way be for first rtshouU be a good matchup, but the Without Lattimore. the
place? I'm calng you out Byron!
Razorbaokstakeitathome.
Gamecocks don't stand a chance
(And Michele too but she didn't call
meou|so,lsnolasri
portant)
Arkansas 58, S. Carolina 21
Arkansas 35, S. Carolina 27
Arkansas 34. S. Carolina 14

4 9
8

1
2

vs. Iowa

9

5

1

9

1

7

I just don't see K State being able
to stop the over the top attack of
OK State

Guess fl do my shootout m this
one Hey Brian Chandler, Ian
Gentile and Jake Warner.

9

5

Ok State 45, Kansas St 24

Ok State 57, Kansas St 21

Ok. State 38, Kansas St. 21

Ok State 42 Kansas St 31

SUOOKO

Michigan -4

Iowa 31, Michigan 28

Michigan 42, Iowa 21

Michigan is on the rise and will
continue to return to its former
elite Big Ten status.

Go Blue! And Chi Omega!

Michigan 45, Iowa 17

Michigan 34, Iowa 18

Last week was Big Ten week This EMU has been looking good the
section today is Eastern Michigan year.
issue _ two games against BG
and a pick em!
EMU 35, Bal State 21
EMU 28, Ball State 17

The Eagles come out on top and
Ron English's team advances to
6-3 and is bowl eligible

Is it basketball season yet?

EMU 24, Bal State 21

Bal State 24, EMU 21

Govanri Bernard (a former Notre
DaroconrtJissucceedngGreg
Uttfe (another farmer ND commit)
very welnthe UNC backUd.
UNC 27, NC State 20

UNC will battle back after a loss
lastweek

UNC will win this game on the
ground, and I will advance ahead
of Ryan in the standings

NC State because I will NEVER
root for UNC Go Duke!

UNC 28 NC State 17

UNC 28, NC State 24

NC State 30, UNC 21

36-18

36-18

36-18

31-23

so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

Ball State
EMU -25
IMC
W.NC State
UNC-.35
Overall record

5

8

5

5

9 6
1

To play: Complete the grid

6
8

8

If they stay sharp, rt's in the bag.

Go get em Wolverines

1

3

OSU cannot be stopped Say
hello to your new No. 2 team,
ladies and gents

UPSET! Iowa rains on Michigan's
parade, because I think that it
would be furry

5
3

Ok State -21
No. 15 Michigan

5

7

This rs my underdog pick for this
week It's not like I'm going to win.
might as well take a risk!
Arkansas 32. S. Carolina 14
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BG hockey takes on No. 10 Ferris State
By Matt Nyo
Reporter

The BG hockey is looking to
bounce back this weekend
after a two-game series sweep
last weekend against Notre
Dame.
This weekend, the Falcons
have another tough challenge
in Ferris State University.
BG (4-3-1. 1-3-0 Central
Collegiate
Hockey
Association) is on a threegame losing streak and is
looking to get back on the
winning track. The Falcons
know this will be another
tough series playing in CCHA.
Ferris State is No. 10 in the
college hockey rankings and
was all the way up to No. 6
last week before being swept
by the University of Michigan
last weekend. The Bulldogs
won both games last year
against BG and outscored the

Falcons 7-2 on the weekend.
Sophomore Bryce Williamson
is the one current Falcon to
score in last year's games.
Again, the Falcons this year
have struggled with putting
the puck in the net. They are
last in the CCHA in scoring,
averaging just two goals-pergame. ftwieam's leader in
scoring is Williamson with
four, which has him ranked
14th in the CCHA.
Playing
against
the
Bulldogs this weekend will
provide even more of a test to
score because of the Bulldogs'
freshman goalie CJ. Motte.
He has the fourth-best save
percentage in the nation and
has recorded two shutouts
this season.
Coach Chris Bergeron said
they form a great defensive
team that has great play from
their goaltenders.

"They do a great job recruiting goalies," Bergeron said.
"They also defend really well
in front of the net. As soon as
you think they are just playing
defense they go the other way
and score. They have many
great players."
The defense for BG
has been strong this yeaT,
only giving up an average of two goals-per-game,
which ranks fourth in the
CCHA. Junior goalie Andrew
Hammond has played well
in every game, but hasn't
had the consistent scoring
on offense to record more
wins this season.
Ferris State got off to a 6-0-0
start before last weekend, so
it will be coming out hungry. Leading the team with
six goals on the year is junior
Travis Oullette. He shares
the team lead with senior

BG swimming takes on EMU Eagles
By Ethan EatUrwood
Reporter

The Falcon swim team
is action this Saturday as it
faces off against the Eagles of
Eastern Michigan.
This is the Falcons' third
meet against a Mid-American
Conference opponent, as the
team has prepared for a tight
meet.
"EMU has a very good
team," head coach Petra
Martin said. "We are anticipating some very close races."
Martin also said the closest
races could be in the sprint
free events, as well as the
backstroke events.
"Eastern Michigan placed

Petra
Martin
BG swim coach

fourth last year at the MAC
championships," Martin said.
"It will be a good challenge for
our girls."
This is the part of the season
where the team will be racing tired and sore as the team
doesn't take days of rest for
dual meets. This is part of its
strategy to focus on February
and the MAC Championships.
Martin is impressed with
the team's mental approach
and toughness so far and

would like to see the team
continue with it.
"How we approach each
race is very important though,
as the drive and consistency
with our determination has to
be there if we are tired or not,"
Martin said. "If we can fight
well while tired we will be that
much better in February,"
The team will look to continue with its drive, correctly
execute its races and maintain
a comfort zone with the members cb llengingeach other to
push u uir limits.
The Falcons will take to the
pool at 1 p.m. this Saturday
at the Student Recreation
Center.

defenseman Chad Billins
with eight points.
The Bulldogs play two
goalies, who are each 3-1 on
the season. They play senior
Taylor Nelson and Motte, who
has the better statistics so far
this season.
Ferris State hits its stride
with special teams where it
ranks first on the CCHA on
the penalty kill. It ranks second on the power play.
This is a team that gives
great effort every game,
according to Bergeron.
"You know what you are
going to get when you play a
Ferris State team," Bergeron
said. "They are a team that
is going to be extremely hard
for every bit of ice out there.
They also have defenseman
that really get involved in the
offense, so it's not just their
defense."

TYLEBSUBILE
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CAMERON SINCLAIR BG forward No 2ft lights oil 0IT forward Jesse
Stoughron in the Falcons' opening season exhibition game against the Ridgebacks.

rfnftcA
Management Inc
Visit us
on our website
for our 2012-2013
FULL LISTING!
OR STOP BY OUR
OFFICE!

meccabg.com
419-353-5800
1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Le nozze di Figaro
( The Marriage of Figaro)

Friday, November 4, 2011 8 p.m.

Kobacker Hall

Sunday, November 6, 2011 3 p.m.

Moore Musical Arts Center

For ticket information call: 419-372-8171 or 1-800-589-2224

IT'S COMING!

2011
MARK YOUR CALENDAR
Thursday, November 17
OlscampHall 101
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Meet local Property Managers
and talk with representatives from the
City of Bowling Green and
BGSU offices and departments

Raffle Prizes
and Great Give-Aways!
Sponsored By
Off-Campus Student Services
Wood County Apartment Association
Office of Residence Life
BGSU Dining
BGSU Bookstore
PNC Bank

BGSU
www.bgsu.edu/offcampus
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A lighter tone
University alumna reaches comedic acting heights
By Dana* King
Assistant Pulse Editor

Comic relief — the moment in a
drama that offers humor to break
up the tension — is what Jessica Joy
wants to provide.
"I want to be the funniest person
on a drama, the person who has the
one line that's really funny and then
disappears for the rest of the show,"
Joy said.
A 2000 alumna of the University,
Joy has been acting since she
switched her major to theatre her
freshman year at the University.
Joy, whose most famous role
was playing Mildred in the nowcanceled NBC show "The Playboy

Club," is beginning her ascent to
fame and looked back on the things
that helped her get there.
Joy was working with an improv
group called Second City in Chicago
when she auditioned for "The
Playboy Club." She said she was
excited when her agent called her
about it.
Despite the cancellation of the
show after three episodes, Joy said
she is happy for the experience
because of the great people she got
to meet.
Joy is still working with Second
City and said she will continue to
until "something tells me to stop."
As for what comes next for the
actress and comedian, Joy isn't sure.

"That's the fun thing about acting -1 never know what my agent's
going to call with tomorrow," Joy
said. "You never see it coming."
Joy offered some advice for
University students and then
reflected on her own experience at
the University.
"As cliche as it is — to enjoy mistakes and don't worry about them
because they don't really count until
you graduate," Joy said. "Be ready to
work as soon as you get out, because
that's when it gets hard but fun.
Acting is the best job - it's not work."
A professor called "Doc E," auditioning for every show and a revolving stage: these are the things Joy
remembers about her time at the

found at Happy Badger
AMANDA McGUIRE
RZKZNEK
rOODCOUMMST

Lazy Sundays deserve decadent
food, and no meal other than
brunch can shake off a long weekend of chores or a late Saturday
night out.
Leave it to Happy Badger on North
Main Street in downtown BG to elevate brunch expectations by offering fresh-squeezed orange juice and
baked goods from Ann Arbor's food
mecca, Zingerman's.
While orange juice and baked
goods might sound mundane, they
are far from so in the hands of Ben
Cohen, head chef. When Cohen
adds fresh berries, caramelized
pears, bananas, maple syrup and

THIS WEEKEND IN PERRYSBURG
"Hairspray"

3 Doors Down

Toledo School (or the Arts is performing the musical
"Hairspray" this weekend at the Owens Community
College Center for Fine & Performing Arts in Perrysburg. The show starts at 7 p.m. on Friday and Saturday

Rock band 3 Doors Down will perform at
the Huntmgton Center in Toledo Saturday
at 7 p.m. Pop Evil is also performing with
the band; tickets are available on the band's
website, http://splash.3doorsdown.com/.

and at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday.

■a

By Staphan R.td

syrup in the rustic-formed pork
patty awoke my inner glutton. 1 have
a feeling from this point on that
Sundays won't be the same without
house-made Happy Badger sausage.
If you want to make someone
happy, take him or her to Happy
Badger for Sunday brunch. Not only
can you take pride in supporting
a family-owned, community business, but you can also ward off the
Sunday blues with wholesome, local
food. 1 promise you will leave the
table feeling satisfied, not stuffed,
and you'll step into a sunny afternoon awake and ready for Sunday.

] THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

NEWS. SPORTS. UP
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Joy was a student of "Doc E," otherwise known as Michael Ellison.
Ellison is a professor in the department of theatre and film at the
University and began teaching here
in 1999.
"I remember her being very
funny," Ellison said of Joy.
Ellison taught a class to seniors
to prepare them for the business of
acting.
"That's what I remember most
about my education," Joy said.
Joy began at the University as a
music education major, and then
switched second semester of her
freshman year to theatre.
"I auditioned for every play and

was in most of them," Joy said.
She enjoyed her time in the theatre department and said she had
fun with her friends and classmates.
"The theatre department was
small enough that it felt like a small
community," Joy said. "It was like a
cool club."
The size of the department gave
Joy a chance to get more experience.
"It was the perfect size to get the
experience you need," Joy said.
"There were more chances to be on
stage because it was small."
One of her favorite University
plays she was involved in was called
SeeJ0Y|Paae9

Italian opera captivates
cast and crew

Best Brunch in BG can be
whipped cream to his /.ingerman's
French Toast ($6.50), the sweet richness of brunch sparks alive.
During my recent brunch visit,
I chose the Gourmet Egg in the
Nest ($7.95), a locally sourced egg
baked with butter in aZingerman's
caramelized onion bun with sharp
cheddar and roasted zucchini
and onions. The savoriness of the
bun absolutely complimented the
yolk's brightness and the subtle
crunch of the seasonal vegetables.
The side salad of field greens and
rocket lettuce drizzled with balsamic vinaigrette served as a perfect palate cleanser between each
bite of the Nest,
But as much as 1 tucked into my
Egg in the Nest, the house-made
sausage ($2.99) stole the show. The
unabashed use of minced fresh
sage with the delicate hint of maple

University.

Forum Editor

When students hear the word
"opera," they may not think of a
300-year-old plot mixed with the
modern sexual themes of today.
Kobacker Hall will host "The
Marriage of Figaro" by Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart and Lorenzo Da
Ponte on Nov. 4 at 8 p.m. and Nov.
6 at 3 p.m.
Kevin Bylsma, instructor of
Opera at the University, believes the
audience will find the production
enticing as well as comical.
"The Count loves his maid,
Susanna, who is marrying Figaro
later that day," he said. "He had
abolished a right which gave permission to each noblemen ... to
sleep with whichever woman he
wanted to the night of his wedding. IThe Count's] thinking about

I THIS WEEKEND IN MAUMEE

bringing the right back because he
really likes Susanna."
Bylsma described the themes as
universally known, even though
the production is in a foreign language.
"The whole thing is in Italian," he
said. "I had to learn the language
with the actors."
The cast spent the summer and
beginning of the year to learn the
language for the production.
"Over the summer, it was a challenge," Stephen Maus, who plays
the leading male role of Figaro, said.
"When you get the score and it's
about four hours long, it's like, 'How
the heck am I going to learn all
this?' You have to find an aria or
something in there that you can
start on. You perfect that and go
'v.-MOZART | Page 10

THEY SAID IT

Craft and Gift Marketplace "I'm going to be a fabulously
rich old maid... with cute
butlers."
- Jessica Bid

The 16th Annual Holiday Craft and Gift
Marketplace will take place this Saturday
and Sunday at the Lucas County Recreation Center. Admission is J5
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JOY
From Page 8

"Noises Off," a comedy about
a play which involved, in the
third act, the stage revolving
to show the backstage area.
"I got my stage time,"
Joy said. "So I knew what
I wanted to do, which was
comedy."
When Joy attended the
University, there wasn't an
improv group on campus.
"I knew I loved comedy, so
I thought the only thing out
there for me was funny plays
or musicals," Joy said.
However, Joy did get
involved with a sketch comedy show called "Tomfoolery"
during her time at the
University.
Her friend. Chris Conley,
who attended the University
at the same time, was also
involved in the show.
"We were filming at 10:30
at night," Conley said. "It was
definitely a unique college
experience."
Conley spoke fondly of Joy.
"She's absolutely got the
quirky sensibility about
her for sketch and improv,"
Conley said.
After college, Joy spent a
few summers in shows at
Cedar Point and singing in
a cabaret show in Cleveland.
She then moved to Chicago
and further explored her love
of comedy at Second City.
Second City is "the leading brand in improv-based

sketch comedy," according
to their website, secondcity.
com.
Joy was in the Second
City touring company for
a little less than a year
before she got put on stage
at Second City.
"All the experience I got
at BG is one of the reasons
I made it so far in Second
City," Joy said. "The acting experience gives you a
leg up."
Joy works to produce
reviews and performs at
Second City.
"It's based out of improv;
we've also written short
comic sketches with a theme
and music," she said.
Ellison said he's not surprised Joy has accomplished
what she has.
"She has terrific comic
timing." Ellison said. "It
didn't surprise me at all that
she went to Chicago and
Second City and explored
comedy and improv."
Joy seemed to have comic
ability from the beginning of
her acting experiences.
"I really never doubted
what she was going to end
up doing," Conley said.
"She's always been this
really quirky, offbeat, gorgeous girl," she said. "It's an
interesting combination in
person. She's kind of quiet;
she'll say something and it'll
take a minute for you to realize it's funny.
"No one could deserve it
more."

MEGAN KRAFT I THfBGNIW
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BYZACHGASE
Fall Out Boy can be credited as one of the first bands
from the "emo scene" to
break through into the mainstream.
Their pop-punk sensibilities have been largely polarizing, as the band has had
their share of haters as well as
a loyal, cult following.
Since their breakthrough
in the mid-2000s, I have been
a casual fan of the band, but I
was always less interested in
their emotional manifestos
and lengthy song titles, and
more intrigued by the sort
of juxtaposition of Patrick
Stump's soulful vocals over
heavy guitar riffs and hard
drums.
And since Fall Out Boy's
hiatus in 2009, I have been
interested in seeing what
route Stump would take with
a solo project. And now two

years later we finally get his
debut solo offering, the aptly
titled "Soul Punk."
FOB fans craving more of
their famous sound will be
sorely disappointed as the
emphasis here is more soul
than punk, and the album
sounds more like a mid-'80s
Prince record than "Infinity
on High."
Musically, "Soul Punk" is
synth based, but the synthesizers are used differently
than most of today's pop
music, and they sound a lot
like the synths used in popular R&B of the 1980s.
Stump's vocal performances are also retro, as
he gives a pretty spot-on
Michael Jackson impression
throughout.
On the album's opener
and lead single, "This City,"
Stump sings about his hometown, a song which manages

to be both prideful and politically conscious, and rapper
Lupe Fiasco jumps on the
remix and touches even more
on the political issues presented on the track.
Another strong track is
"Dance Miserable" in which
Stump encourages you to
"dance like you're disappointed" to the funk bassheavy track, despite all the
misery in today's society. On
the track he sings: "The hippies sold out, traded pot for
coke / Moved to the 'burbs,
found (iod in a vote."
Most of "Soul Punk" is
filled with pretty excellent pop songs, but its best
moments are when Stump
can add elements from his
Fall Out Boy past to his current 1980s soul vibe.
The lengthy "Run Dry (X
Heart. X Fingers)" is an ode
to alcohol that sounds like

Fall Out Boy collaborated
with Lionel Richie (but in a
good way). The transition
of heavily distorted guitars
toward the end of the track is
an excellent example of how
Stump manages to pull off
something that sounds like
it could potentially be a train
wreck.
"Greed" manages to put
punk-sounding drums over
a retro rhythm and blues
track. And "Allie" is one of the
album's best cuts, as it perfectly blends oul. punk and a
subtle hip-hop influence.
While 1 would'vc liked to
hear a few stripped down
tracks (like his cover of Joy
Division's "Love Will Tear Us
Apart" on an old Fall Out Boy
EP), Stump delivers a consistent record on "Soul Punk,"
even if it is through unexpected methods.

Former MMA fighter follows dream
ByAbbyW.l.h
Reporter

Kyle Manyard was born with
a rare condition called congenital amputation, but he
didn't let it hold him back
from taking on his dream of
fighting mixed martial arts.
Takashi Doscher met
Manyard in middle school,
and they remained friends
throughout high school.
Doscher, a director and filmmaker, became inspired by
their relationship. His inspiration led him and fellow
director and filmmaker, Alex
Shofner, to make a film about
Manyard titled, "A Fighting
Chance."
" IManyard and 11 were best
friends growing up," Doscher
said. "Alex and I met in college at Florida State. After Kyle
was rejected by the Georgia
State Athletic Commission,
we decided to make this film
about Kyle."
The film was shown in the
Union Theater Thursday at
6 p.m. and aired on ESPN in
November 2010 shortly after

ALEX SHOFNER (LEFT) and Takashi Doscher (Right) answer questions from
the audience after their screening of "A Fighting Chance" in the Union

it came out.
MMA was something
people didn't want to see
Manyard do because of his
condition, according to the
film.
The
Office
of
Nontraditional and Transfer
Student Services and the
Office of Disabled Services
were the main coordinators
of this event.
"We found out by a massive
mailing that was sent out to
some BG students," said Eric
Buetikofer of Nontraditional
and
Transfer
Student
Services. "We thought it

would be good to screen the
film before Veteran's Day this
upcoming Friday."
The film is relevant to
Veterans Day because of
Manyard's involvement with
veterans.
"Kyle does a lot of work
with people who come back
from combat at the Walter
Reed Medical Center in
Washington D.C., without
limbs to show them it is possible," Shofner sa id.
Doscher and Shofner
updated a short film of
Maynard's into the fulllength film, which Maynard

takes with him when he
speaks.
"Kyle loves to talk about his
story and show people not to
give up," Doscher said.
Doscher and Shofner
formed a partnership
with the United Service
Organization.
"This is an organization
you see at airports holding
signs to greet armed forces
coming home," Doscher
said.
USO now screens the film
in airports, and the film was
also screened at Fort Bragg
Caregivers Conference.
"Every person was provided a movie at |the Fort Braggl
screening," Doscher said.
Doscher and Shofner
began touring after their
film was shown on ESPN and
visited many Universities
since then.
Kyle continues to talk
worldwide to veterans and
other people about his disability and the struggles he
has overcome.

Falcons flaunt Forever21
November has begun, graciously granting us a few days
of cool weather and sunshine.
Carissa Mills, a freshman
and early childhood education major, donned her favorite fall look as she took a study
break in the lounge.
"It's nice that I can wear
a cardigan and moccasins to
class today, as opposed to my
pea coat and UGGS," she said.
Layers are definitely a
trending style.
Feeling bored with simple
colors? Add a vintage necklace or a cross body bag as the
feature of your outfit.
Carissa also wears her
Forever 21 embellished cardigan and a simple gray
tank top.

Forever 21, perfect for finding college budget-worthy
and adorable clothes, has
released their new outerwear
collection.
Their men's line, 21Men,
has put a lot of work into the
line of outerwear as well. The
line features leather bomber
jackets and quilted woven
vests, perfect for layering.
Keep your wallet satisfied
and check out the sales on
Forever21.com,
featuring
shawls and sweaters for less
than 20 dollars!
Keep your eye out for more
great deals at Forever 21 so
that you can afford that late
night delivery from Oasis!
Stay fashionable falcons!

Have a Nip for
Your Furry
Friends

A Benefit for the
Wood County
ane Society

Your Democratic
Sample Ballot
A
^^

0
0
0
0
0

Hard-working leadership
Uniting City and University

A
^^

elect Daniel Gordon for Ward 1
re-elect John Zanfardino for Ward 2
re-elect Mike Aspacher for Ward 3
elect Sandy Rowland for Ward 4
elect Bruce Jeffers for At-Large

Send a message to the Governor and the Teaparty
by Voting NO on Issues 1,2 and 3
Nov. 5.7-9 pm at the ClaZel
Great Music Mundiies, Cash Bar
$15 donation

®

www.wooddems.com
Paid loi by the Wood County Democratic Party, Mike Zickai, Chair, 455 S Mam. Bowling Gieen. OH 43402
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MOZART
From Page 9
from there."
Leading female Briana
Sosenheimer, who plays
Susanna, was surprised at
the depth of the plot and the
length of the opera.
"I highlighted my score on
the way to California, before
my cousin's wedding, and it
took me so many hours just
to highlight the parts," she
said. "That's when I got the
idea that this was a big role
and it would take all summer to learn, but it's been so
worth it."
Since the show is in Italian,
subtitles will be displayed
to help the audience follow
along throughout.
"We did a run-through
for the crew last week
and there were no supertitles set up yet, but they
were laughing through the
whole thing," Bylsma said.
"That means they got it and

means these students are
doing a great job."
For Christine Amon, who
plays a pageboy, the language barrier wasn't the only
challenge.
"I embody the character
of a horny teenage boy," she
said. "I did research at the
mall and noticed how boys
move and talk to each other,
but it's been really different
to learn. 1 walk on stage and
mess everything up. My role
is really high energy and fun."
Looking at it, the circumstances were perfect and
"The Marriage of Hgaro" was
the optimal opera to perform,
Bylsma said.
"This is one of the greatest operas ever written," he
said. "We try to do something very well known. We
also decide which production |we do] on whether or
not we have the right students for the roles. We have
the most perfect cast, so it
felt right to do this opera."
The cast memebers worked

together and became friends
through the process.
"The reason that it works so
well is that it's so much fun,"
Maus said. "We don't secretly
hate each other backstage
and we don't refuse to look at
each other."
Members of the cast seem
to agree about the camaraderie.
"It doesn't get evil,"
Sosenheimer said. "It never
gets snippy around here,
because we all have respect for
each other. We are all friends
and singers at the same time.
At most schools, that's tough
to find, but you find that here
at the University."
Tickets to "The Marriage
of Figaro" are $9 for students
and seniors and $12 for adults.
"The characters feel like
real people," Maus said. "You
sympathize with them; you
want everything to work out
in the end and the ending
is so satisfying. At the end,
musically and dramatically, it
is amazing."

STEPHEN MAUS who plays the lead role ol
Figaio runs lines with Briana Sosenheinmer. who
plays opposite him as Susanna in the Bowling
Green Opera Theater's production of "The
Marriage of Figaro" They are doing a final run
through at dress rehersal Thursday night.
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Help Wanted
Advocacy Support Staff
PT/FT Poaltlona Available
The Cocoon Sheltar Is seeking
PT and/or FT Advocacy Support
Staff for evenings, weekends,
holidays, and overnights These
staff assist victims of domestic
violence and their children in a
shelter setting with advocacy,
support, intakes, crisis intervention, enrichment activities and
outreach. In addition, they assist
with facility and office proiects
Minimum of a one year advocacy
or relevant experience and ability
to work from an empowerment
model Skills serving battered
women and children, knowledge
of domestic violence and related
issues and communication skills
required Bilingual preferred.
Send resume, cover letter and list
of professional references to The
Cocoon Shelter PO Box 1165.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
or email to
No phone calls please

Immediate Direct Care
Openings In BG & Portage!
Do you have what it takes to
assist persons with developmental disabilities with daily living?
Primary duties include providing
assistance and training to adults
including cooking, cleaning, swimming, passing medications, and
transporting -which means you
may be required to drive a wheelchair accessible van (non-driving
RA positions also available).
Duties may also include total
assistance in areas such as
bathing, eating, and toileting
Employees ere required to attend
monthly and yearly meetings that
are not necessarily part of their
regualr work schedule. Sub
positions available to include
sleeping overnight hours.
Required to work a minimum of
10 hours a month S9-S13 18/hr
based on exp. no exp necessary
Require HS Diploma/GED, valid
drivers license 4 acceptable
driving record (lor driving positions only) & pre-employment
background screening Obtain
application from WLRS, 545 Pearl
St. Bowling Green. OH Monday
through Friday.
Or download application at:
www.wlra.org.
EOE
Lifeguards - Needed for the
Nichols Therapy Pool. Two
PT positions avail. 10-20 hr BW,
salary $10 25/hr Must hold
Uleguard Cert, from American
Red Cross. YMCA. Ellis & Assoc.
or Boy Scouts of America
Application packet obteined from
Wood County Board of DD
1921 E Gypsy Lane Rd . BG
Ent. B. Mon.-Fn. 8am-4:30pm.
Application deadline:
11/7/11 ® i2.O0p.rn E.O.E.
Seasonal position at local CPA
firm. 20-30 hrs/wk, could split
between two individuals.
Personable individual to perform
data entry, process tax returns,
greet clients, answer phones
Attention to detail & accuracy
req.Flex work schedule. $10/hr
Submit resume to:
CQrn

Bartending, up to S300/day.
No exp. needed, training crse.
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174.
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PC 'brains'
Make quite an impression
Beat back?
Boards al the dock
Strauss opera based on a
Wilde play
7 Flat bread?
8 'M'A'S'H' actor
9 Currency-stabilizing org.
10 Thingamabobs
11 Hirsch ol •Numb3rs'
12 Picked from a lineup 38
13 Shampoo ad buzz39
word
41
18 Shah's land, once
19 New ewe
42
23 Brain freeze cause
24 Juanrla's half-dozen
25 Leverage
44
26 17-syllable verse
45
27 Slugabed
46
28 Green Bay legend
49
29 Abbr. on food labels
50
30 Adrien of cosmetics
51
31 Small woods
52
32 Bad-check passer
53
37 Acuff and Clark
54

■

■■
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1 Clips lor trailers
7 Fridge incursion
11 Triangular sail
14 Kia model
15 Dagwood's pesky kid neighbor
16 Japanese salad ingredient
i / uatry trying to rirt trie piriata t
20 Campfire remains
?1 It rtrininatfis from thp Ipft ventricle
22 Pops
23 "Garfield* waitress
24 Detective Spade
25 Survey response at the farm?
33 Stows in a hold
34 x, y or z
35 Many a Louis
36 Supplies for Seurat
37 Sends regrets, perhaps
39 Entry in a PDA
40 Maui strings
41 Waterfall sound
42 Not at all good at losing?

43 Tom fooler?
47 Only reason to w trhrhe
lcn me
Super Bowl, som
'"£.
48 Like a pretentious museumgoer
49 Plane parking pla ce
52 Mountamtop home
54 Likely result of failing a
RroathaWftr tt*st hnpftv
57 Loosey's cake-making aid?
60 Dedicatee of Lennon's
"Woman'
61 Jazz singer Lame
62 Blanche Dubois's sister
63 Place with presses
64 It may be a peck
65 "Mustn't do that!"

2 & 3 BR apis & townhouses.
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th Sis.
Avail May 2012, pels welcome!
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
www.ruIterdLidleyrental8.com
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F
www.BGApartmenta.com
HOUSES close to campus!
2012-2013 May/August
Leases now availblel
Call 419-352-6064 or
www.froboserentals com

Actor Mineo
With skill
Scapegoat in some
down-home humor
Downs more dogs
than, in an annual
contest
'Get Smart' evil org.
Shirts and skirts
Mass leader
Visibly wowed
Chincoteague horse
Sufficient space
Sits in a wine cellar
Inflatable items
Shoulder muscle, for
short
55Binginfo
56 Writer Dinesen
58 Bulldog booster
59 ShatnVr's'_War'
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Subleaser for apt, female pref,
avail NOW!,$425/mo.
Email: kgallowlBPflau.edu

CINEMA 5

Woodland Moll ■ N M,„r .tirrl

A Very HaroldlKumar 3D Chrl.tm.i
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GIVE STUDENTS A VOICE IN BOWLING GREEN

BRUCE

Elect

JEFFERS

For Council at Large

DANIEL

GORDON

For Council 1st Ward

Great Give-A-Ways
to the first 250 Students
Raffle Prizes and
FREE FOOD
TALK TO
Rental Mgmt. Companies
Office of the Dean of Students
Office of Residence Life
Student Legal Services
Student Money Management
BG City Departments
BGSU Dining

Crfoc~er\A &\0paHfQk
C^ck\H<$, a.Hcl doiHJ*

SPONSORED BY
PNC Bank
Off-Campus Student Services
Wood County Apartment Assoc.
Office of Residence Life
.
BGSU Bookstore
"to consider u/hen cieOcit^ "to
BGSU Dining
,
r r

dishes are )ust sov*e
of tVVv* "ffhtnqs ijou need

A college town needs leaders it can trust to act on our mutual needs.

VOTE for BGSU Senior Daniel Gordon and
Community Leader Bruce Jeffers
Election Day is November 8,h, 6:30am - 7:30pm
Paid l<x by rtfrers 'or Council. Winnie Re*. Treasurer.
150 Meeker St . Bo-hrg Green. OH 4340?
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For Rent
•RENTING HOUSES 2012-13SY.
Wooster. S Coll & APTS +MORE!
also rms $225 and Jan 2012 apis
419-3530325' cartyrenlals com
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CONTACT INFO
419-372-2843 I offcampusObgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/offcampus
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